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Vladimir Putin has signed a
new law giving the government

more powers to combat
terrorism. The decree signed
late Thursday allows Russia's

security services to censor news
reports deemed by the

government as "extremist" and
to restrict access to foreign

social media and the Internet.
The law also requires social

media sites like Twitter,
Facebook and YouTube to store
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data for at least six months,
including in Russia. The State

Duma lower house of
parliament passed the bill on
Wednesday amid critics' and
rights groups' warnings that it

could be used against dissenting
voices. Under the decree,

content deemed extremist can
be removed from Russian

media without legal procedures.
The law also provides for a new

agency to be created to
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investigate crimes related to
extremism. /* Quicktext Lite

Copyright (C) 2020 Sean
McCracken This program is

free software. It comes without
any warranty, to the extent

permitted by applicable law.
You can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the
Do What The Fuck You Want
To Public License, Version 2,
as published by Sam Hocevar.

See for more details. /summary
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Create.quicktext{LITE} files
from.txt files. The source file is

ignored. /lang The languages
are based on the ones in

TextInput.hack which gets its
content from

www.quicklang.org. /url The
link to Quicktext-Lite

repository is included, along
with a direct link to the sources.

It's currently only a bit of a
hack. /rel The repository is

forked from master; the only
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difference between the file
quicktext.txt and the master is

that the latter has a time "from"
for when it was updated. */

@import
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the.Wednesday, September 7,

2014 Hello! I didn't do my
normal set up this week
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because we are in an unusual
time period here in Illinois. I

had to keep working and didn't
have a chance to do my usual.
Sorry! This week's video is the
new line of clothing I made for

HTA. I did not make any
alterations to these items. To
the right are a few pictures of

the line I did. Monday,
September 5, 2014 Last week
my nephew was at my house
and brought me some new
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things I wanted to photograph.
It was a really cute line made by

HTA. I wasn't sure what kind
of clothing they were supposed
to be selling. It turns out they
are selling clothing that can be

worn at the stadium of any
football team. I think it's kind
of cute and unique. I was busy
watching football games and
practicing dresses during the

week and I didn't get any recent
posts up. I did get my big fall
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show and sale at my booth. It
went really well and a lot of
customers came to the booth

for the grand opening. I tried to
take some video of the opening

that I would post but the
lighting was not good enough. I
did make a few videos of the

line. Hope you enjoy! Fall
Dress I had some new things to
share with you this week. They
are a few things I made for the

HTA line. I didn't do any
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alterations on these items. I
think they look really cute. The
large orchids are from Midwest
Flower & Garden. They look
just like the pictures. This tall
ornament is really pretty. I got

this at a garage sale. It is a
wood ball top flower on a

candelabra. This is a new bowl.
It is light pink with a flower on
it. The stone is from my friend
Jana at Dad & Jane. Sunday,

September 4, 2014 Welcome!
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I'm back with some photos
from my fall line at HTA. I

didn't make many alterations on
the clothing. I did decorate the
dresses a little more than my
normal style. Hope you like

them! I used lots of new
materials in this line. I
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